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just in case• Whether young enough to look "sizzling hot" or of the age to only believe that way (in flashes
with buckets of sweat), every woman has given, or will give, ample thought to preserving her best
"possessions" (thighs included), so the dread transition from "cute young lady" to "ma'am" won't be quite so
unsettling.Listed below are stories of growing up and learning about life— From disastrous haircuts and color
jobs to style or verbal faux pas dedicated, from the kiss wished for but hardly ever reached the one that
should have been skipped, they are the occasions that mark your journeys from what we idea back then to
what we have now know.generally the hard way! How the muumuu offers been fashionably resurrected as
the "patio dress"• Why women possess risked their lives merely to get a tiny bit blonder• Since to state that
Youth is definitely wasted on the Youthful must be the understatement of all time, it falls upon Browne, as
one old and wiser, to have a "Hit and Operate" down Memory space Lane for the sake of offering "AssetPreserving Guidelines," with astonishing disclosures about:• Why it's important to always have an excellent
image of yourself on hand—"EASILY can save one woman from these thighs, I'll not have lived in vain," #1
NY Occasions bestselling humorist Jill Conner Browne writes in American Thighs, her handbook and
memoir for the Hot and Flashy. How, no matter what epidermis you're in, to make it last a life time• Why it
is possible to hardly ever trust anyone over eighty-five
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I really like anything from the Sweet Potato Queens books I love anything from the Lovely Potato Queens
books. These books helped me thru the most difficult occasions in my own life, with laugh aloud events
recounted in the books. That is almost unheard of for me personally! I really like how Jill Conner Browne
takes everyday activity experiences and enables you to laugh at them and yourself. Taken for what it is
usually- a funny, well-written and pleasant book, it really is well worth enough time. We earn all those lines
and wrinkles and thighs. This is a toned down, mellowed out, but still very funny,follow up. There are many
laughs and yummy sounding recipes, too. One Star Does not meet the Jill Conner Browne I have go through
or heard previously. Meh~ Meh~ Much less witty or clever as others in the same genre~ Five Stars
Thoroughly enjoyed Five Stars Loved this book! Another funny LOL Potato queens masterpiece. The Nice
Potato Queens are generally pretty funny, but I probably won't relisten to this one. Ms Browne's discussion
as often contains a major sprinkling of southern attraction and REAL woman experiences. Too funny. Funny
and entertaining! Other Lovely Potato Queens Books are Funnier I love listening to the recordings of the
Nice Potato Queens books. It arrived with very little fanfare. can't wait to read more from this author. Oh,
one warning. My husband came out to talk to why I was laughing my head off in the middle of the night, so
I read the "offending" passage to him. He just shook his head and returned to bed muttering to himself. Oh
well! Jill's books are always laugh aloud funny! They will have a funny method to consider the things that
eventually most of us aging, problems with guys, the desire to consume lots of delicious but unhealthy food.
That one didn't quite surpass the sooner books though. I thought I was hearing repeated issues from previous
books and it didn't seem that the stories really linked to the stated subject of the book. I must read it alone
therefore i don't wake hubby with all my outbursts of laughter. a fun and funny read I had read some other
Nice Potato Queens books some years ago and really enjoyed them. It really is about acceptance and simply
liking yourself at whatever age, or whatever your thighs, neck, face, etc looks like!Quick and breezy to read
(bogs down in a couple of places). Love Jill Conner Dark brown.Hope to see another edition with this
humorous undertake lifestyle and aging in a few more years. I have constantly loved Jill Conner Brown's
sense of humor, but I guess for me, she is obtaining a little stale. This reserve was just a little disorganized
and rambled off subject matter a bit, so I didn't enjoy it quite so much.We wouldn't label it as her best or
chock filled with all sorts of new stuff, but it is quite enjoyable and a good read. This isn't her BEST book if you are looking for an intro to the Lovely Potato Queens, I'd recommend reading "The Sweet Potato
Queens' Reserve of Love" - but if you know and love her, jump correct in! I have usually preordered her
books and didn't even realize this one was out until I saw it at Borders. Solid addition to the SPQ series If
you're a fan of Jill Conner Browne and her Sweet Potato Queen series, you will enjoy this latest addition.
We all have been aging, but we don't have to accept it with regrets, live to the max.If you've read and/or own
the rest of the series, you'll definately want to choose this one up aswell! I've been to several her publication
signing, but haven't seen one announced because of this tome. If she does a reading and signing near you, be
sure to take a look! Another residential run! Can't wait around to learn Jill Browne's other books. We was on
a cruise liner when I saw this book in it's library. I laughed until I cried. Great read! Five Stars I love Jill
Connor Browne and her inventive Sweet Potato Queens adventures in life.
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